
Creative Movement
& Dance 



Foundational and advanced techniques in Hip-
Hop and Bollywood

Breakdown of basic steps for beginners

Advanced variations, expression & style
improvisations for experienced dancers

Individual attention to every child based on their
progression pace 

Flurn transforms children into 21st-century mavericks through
its Academy of Dance. Beyond talent, we forge futures.

Unique program designed to deliver a global dance
exposure 

Hip-Hop
Technical intricacies of

Bollywood
Energy & grace of 

Program Highlights
Meticulously crafted by our in-house experts, our dance program offers a
balanced combination of a technical strong curriculum and a fun &
engaging class structure 

Your children will learn

Rhythm & musicality
Body Movements
Facial expressions 
Spatial awareness

Storytelling 
Choreo-crafting 
Costume etiquette
Stage presence 



Janet Jackson

Dougie

Steve Martin
+ 3 more routines

Signature Jackson
Sunflower Song 
(0 to 1.30 mins)

Dance Steps 

Children learn the
basic steps with
rhythm & beats

Our Specialized Teaching Methodology
Fun and systematic learning with the Steps-Routines-Choreography
(SRC) methodology

Routine

Dance steps
combine to form a
captivating routine

Access our Flurn app for instructional videos and frequent
updates from teachers.  

How our Flurn class looks ?

Choreography
40%

Steps of the day
20%

Dance activity
20%

Warm up
10%

Cool down
10%

Choreography

Routines are further
organized in patterns to
choreograph the song



Flurn awards & certifications to celebrate
the learning journey

UNESCO CID certifications from CID Paris

Periodic performances to watch your child
learn & bloom

www.flurn.in

Communication
Through facial expressions &
gestures in dance; we
strengthen communication
skills and confidence in
children

Creativity 
Dancing creates unique 
connection in the brain that 
helps to craft different 
perspectives & think out of
the box 

Critical Thinking
Mindfully catching dance
movements helps children
develop their unique ways
of thinking & solving
problems

Collaboration 
Exposure to different cultures,
languages through dance 
broadens your child’s 
perspectives to collaborate
better

Nurturing 21st-century skills through dance

We're on a mission to prime students for a dynamic tomorrow by nurturing 21st-
century skills like collaboration, communication, creativity, social skills and more


